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MMMATTHEWATTHEWATTHEW   6:246:246:24: : : “““No one can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one and love the other, 

or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God & Wealth.” 
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Stewarding God’s Design: Cymp Stemple 

Prayer Needs & Concerns 
 Please pray for Cymp and Scott as they continue to get everything ready and use this             

opportunity for God’s glory!  

 

 Also pray for my (Carey) parents. Dad had a stroke on July 4th and had another complication 

about a month ago that he is recovering from at home. Many of you who know them may like to 

reach out to express your love and concern. Mom is so busy caring for Dad, a note would be 

most appreciated rather than a phone call. Thank you!  

Grateful for you, 

  Carey & Andrea 

     Cymp Stemple (pronounced like ‘Symp’) is a long-time friend of ours 

who has been on staff with CRU, along with her husband Scott, for 

many years. They spent 19 years in Ukraine as missionaries and about 

4-5 years ago moved to Xenia. 

    Back in March 2016, Cymp sent me an email asking to go through 

Career Direct. I administered the assessment, sat down with her and 

Scott and went over the results. It was exciting to see how Cymp was 

wired for business and serving people. One of the aspects of our      

ministry is to help people discover God’s unique design and how that 

fuels a person’s occupation. 

     Cymp said about the Career Direct process: “Carey is great!! He is 

caring, knowledgeable and leads you well through the assessment. He 

makes an overwhelming task of changing professions as simple as it possibly can be!”   

   God began to stir in Cymp a desire to open a business where she can use her entrepreneurial 

leanings for God’s purposes. 

      She is planning to open “Coffee Hub” in June where she will serve coffee, tea and home-

made baked goods.  Cymp said, “I want it to be a place where people can come together. Our 

world is so divided at times right now. I want it to be a place where people can sit across from 

each other. Maybe I don’t look like you, but I want to love you. I want it to be a place where the 

community gathers. That’s my heart.” If you live locally, plan to come out and support this new 

business/ministry! 

     Normally the Occupational Assessment I administer is $220 and the Educational version (for students 16+) is 

$160. Right now I can provide it to financial ministry partners for $99. Contact me about it and we can discuss. 

Go to www.onemaster.org for more information.  


